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Real Time Speed Control of Three Phase Induction
Motor by Using Lab View with Fuzzy Logic
K. Santhiya, M. Devimuppudathi, D. Santhosh Kumar and A. Johny Renold
Abstract---This paper is concerned with real time
speed control of three phase induction motor and

given out by Inductive load. So in this paper we used to
control the induction motor speed in real time.

implementation of voltage/frequency (V/F) speed control
method with the help of Lab view. In today’s world the
industrial applications can be done by using remote control.
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Lab view is one of the useful software which is used for
monitoring and controlling the systems in industries. The

I.

INTRODUCTION

induction drive system fed with inverter which is having

Electrical Energy has the contribution more than 40 %

different types of controllers, can be used to perform

of all energy sources usage on Earth. In the upcoming years

different actions like speed control, forward and reverse

the percentage contribution of Electrical Energy will be

directions of the motor and along with that motor can be

increase. More utilization of Electrical Energy is to convert

stopped. These things can be done by using the LABVIEW

the Electrical Energy into Mechanical Energy via different

programming. It is a human machine interface (HMI)

kinds of electric motors like DC Motors, Induction Motors

design software which is user friendly and we can easily

and Synchronous Motors. From the economic point of view

interface hardware. In this method we use self-tuning fuzzy

Induction Motor are cheap compared to DC and

logic controller and variable frequency drive. The result

Synchronous Motors. Induction Motors are most popular

was implemented in lab view software. It is provide better

and widely used drives in industries as well as for domestic

performance Because of its simplicity, the V/F control also

applications. It is very important to control the speed of

called as the scalar control, is the most widely used speed

induction motors in industrial and domestic applications.

control method in the industrial applications. The proposed

Induction motors can be broadly classified into two types

technique gives better performance for three phase

based on their speed control techniques – scalar control and

induction motor than the conventional technique. The main

vector control. By using scalar control method we can

advantage of the proposed system is quick settling time,

control the magnitude of voltage or frequency of the

intelligent technique. Both Resistive and Inductive loads

induction motor [10]. In the present time, in the most of the

are implemented in power system, but maximum amount is

applications, AC machines are preferable over DC
machines suitable to their simple and most robust
construction
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without

any

mechanical

commutators.

Induction motors are the most widely used motors for
appliances like Industrial control, and automation; hence,
they are often called the workhorse of the motion industry
[1]. Control of voltage, frequency and current is required in
variable speed applications for ac machines drives. Speed
of induction motor can be determined with the help of
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frequency of supply system.

rated speed (NB), the motor can be run normally
from 5% of the synchronous speed (NS) up to the

II.

V\F SPEED CONTROL METHOD OF THREE
PHASE INDUCTION MOTOR
The torque developed by the induction motor is directly

proportional to the magnetic field, which is produced by the

base speed. The torque created by the motor can be
kept constant throughout this region.


the entire operating range, the speed range of the

stator. The stator voltage is directly proportional to the

motor becomes wider. User can set the speed as per

product of stator flux and angular velocity. This makes the

the load requirement, thereby achieving the higher

flux produced by the stator proportional to the ratio of

efficiency.

applied frequency and voltage of supply. The voltage and
frequency varied by the same ratio, the torque can be kept
constant throughout the speed range. This makes constant
ratio of voltage and frequency is the most common speed

Then almost constant rated torque is available over

III.

FUZZY LOGIC

The input and output variables map into the following
fuzzy set:

control of an induction motor. The torque developed by the
induction motor is directly proportional to the ratio of
voltage and frequency. By varying the voltage and
frequency, keeping their ratio constant, then the torque
produced by induction motor will remain constant for all
the

speed

range.

Fig.1

shows

the

torque-speed

characteristics of the induction motor with V/F control. The
voltage and frequency reaches the maximum value at the
base speed .We can drive the induction motor beyond the
base speed. The torque developed by the induction motor is
directly proportional to the V/F ratio will not remain
constant throughout the speed [1].
Figure 2: Input and Output Variables Map

Figure 1: Torque-Speed Characteristics of the Induction
Motor
Other than the variation in speed, the torque-speed

Figure 3: Surface Control of Fuzzy Logic

characteristic of the V/F control is the following:

IV.

LAB VIEW



The starting current is low.



The constant operating region of the motor is

The acronym for Lab VIEW is Laboratory Virtual

increased. Instead of simply running at its base/

Instrumentation Engineering Workbench. And it issued in
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the form of graphical representation for producing flexible

the two major algorithms used in photovoltaic solar battery

and

chargers, the other being maximum power point tracking.

measurable

designs,

controlling

and

testing

applications with less amount of cost. By using Lab VIEW
one can interact with the signals of the real world in order
to analyses the data for more information which is
meaningful, and the result or output can be seen by using
web, report and display. Irrespective of experience in
programming the user can work easily and fast with lab
view.
In Lab VIEW we use G programming where G
indicates graphical. And it can also be called as dataflow
Figure 5: PWM Inverter

programming because in order to execute the designed
program it will depend on the block diagram structure. If

The average value of voltage and current fed to

we compare LABVIEW and text programming, LABVIEW

the load is

is more flexible and user friendly why because here we can

supply and load on and off at a quick rate. The longer the

develop the program and can be connected with relevant

switch is on compare to the off periods, the higher the total

blocks through wiring. The programs in LABVIEWare

power supplied to the load.The PWM switching frequency

named as virtual instruments, or VI, due to their appearance

has to be much higher than what would affect the load (the

and

like

device that uses the power), which is to say that the

oscilloscopeand multi- meters. In LABVIEW we are

resultant waveform perceived by the load must be as even

having loops likefor, while loopsand case structure, sub

as possible. The term duty cycle describe the proportion of

blocks[3].

on time to the usual interval or period of time; a low duty

mode

of

operation

of

the

instruments

controlled by turning the switch between

cycle corresponds to low power, because the power is off
for most of the time. Duty cycle is expressed in percent,
100% being fully on. The major advantage of PWM is that
power loss in the switching devices is very low. When a
switch is off there is practically no current, and when it is
on and power is being transfer to the load, there is almost
no voltage drop across the switch. Power loss, being the
product of voltage and current, is therefore in both cases
Figure 4: Lab VIEW Setup

close to zero. PWM also works well with digital controls,
which, since of their on/off nature, can easily set the needed

V.

PWM (PULSE WIDTH MODULATION)

duty cycle.

Pulse width modulation (PWM) is a modulation method
used to encode a message into a pulsing signal. Even
though this modulation technique can be used to encode
information for transmission, its main use is to allow the
control of the power supplied to electrical devices, mainly
to inertial loads such as motors. In addition, PWM is one of

The Voltage source inverter's are commonly used for
variable frequency drive applications and for high power
applications, such as HVDC power transmission. A basic
three phase inverter consists of three single-phase inverter
switch each connected to one of the three load terminals.
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F the most basic control scheme, the operation of the
For
t

There are
a two ways for programm
ming, the easy and DIY

t
three
switches is coordinated
d so that one sw
witch operatess at

way. The
T easy way is to buy a PIC
P burner, which
w
will

each 60 degreee point of the fundamental output
o
waveforrm.

connect to your PC
C and you cann program it by using

These create a line to line output wavefoorm that has six
s

softwarre. The DIY is to build your own burner annd use free

steps.

softwarre to program it. In these tuttorial, first we will learn
the proogramming off PIC and willl see the simuulation by
using Proteus.
P
Then we
w will proceedd to the hardwaare.

Figuure 6: Voltage Source
S
Inverterr (VSI)
The six steep waveform has
h a zero voltaage step betweeen
t positive annd negative secctions of the square-wave suuch
the
t the harmoonics that are multiples
that
m
of three are eliminatted
as described above.
a
When carrier based PWM techniqque
Figure 7: Pin
P Diagram of PIC18F452

are applied to six step waveeforms, the bassic overall shappe,
or envelope, of
o the waveforrm is retainedd so that the 3rd
3
h
harmonic
and its multiples arre cancelled.

VII.

VARIABLE
E FREQUENC
CY DRIVE (V
VFD)

Thee AC60E is a mini geneeral purpose frequency

VI.

PIC118F452 MIC
CROCONTRO
OLLER

inverterr,

is

our

i
independently

developed

electrical

The 18F4452 has 153G
GB of RAM
M and 16k of

equipm
ment. As a new
w generation of
o high perform
mance v/f

p
programMemo
ory. It has fourr port namely as port a, portt b,

controll drive, it is inncluded to havee modular design, small

p
port
c andPorrt d. Each portt has eight pinns. As shown in

size, small
s
temperaature rise, low
w noise, andd reliable

figure the pinN
nNum RA belo
ongs to port aand
a
same as for
f

perform
mance.

R RC and RD.
RB,
R
These are the power sup
pply pins. VSS is ground and
a
V
VDD
is the poositive supply pin.
p The rangee of supply is 5V
5
t 3V. The maximum
to
m
supplly is 5V and minimum
m
is 3V.
3
(above 5V thhe IC can daamage so be care full).Sinnce
m
microcontrolle
er has some kin
nd of timing, so
s we connect an
Figure 8: AC60E VFD
D Module

external clockk with these pins.
p
In normaal mode this pin
p
connects to thhe positive (5V
V) supply. Speccially, this pinn is



220V(single-pphase power) 0.4-2.2kw.
0

u
used
to erasse the memo
ory location. These are the
t



380V(three-pphase power) 0.75-3.7kw.

b
bidirectional
p
ports.
That can
n be configuredd as an input and
a

V
Frequuency Drive (V
VFD) is a deviice that is
A Variable

output. The nuumber followin
ng RA0, RA1 is
i the bit numbber.

controll the voltage annd frequency. That
T is being supplied to

These is an annother clock, which
w
operate an
a internal tim
mer.

a motorr and controls the
t speed of thhe motor. To meeting
m
the
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r
required
proccess demandss, the system
m efficiency is

Thee above circuuit diagram is denotes the hardware

improved. A VFD
V
is capablee of varying booth the speed and
a

implem
mentation of sppeed control of
o three phase induction

t
torque
of an innduction motorr. VFD's are made
m
in a numbber

motor using
u
variable frequency drivve.

of different loow and medium
m voltage AC--DC and DC-A
AC
t
topologies.

VIII.

RESULT ANALYSIS

Figure 9: Block Diagrram of Proposeed System
In this propposed system, we used to conntrol the speedd of
t three phase induction mo
the
otor, by using v/f method. The
T
a
speed of the innduction motor is, set by thee set pointer, and
t
then
the set speed
s
is displaayed in the LC
CD display. The
T
m
microcontrolle
er is employed
d with the Fireefly coding. The
T

F
Figure
11: Stabbility Graph forr Proposed Sysstem

V
VFD
(Variable Frequency Drive)
D
receive the signal froom
m
microcontrolle
er is used to driive the 3 phasee induction motor
.The purpose of this VFD (Variable Freqquency Drive) is
u
used
to convvert the fixed
d voltage and frequency innto
v
variable
voltaage and frequeency. The varriable voltage is
u
used
to drive the
t AC motor frequently. Thhe sensor is ussed
t sense the sppeed of inductiion motor intoo microcontrolller.
to
.While using thhe PI controlleer we have som
me disadvantagges,
In order to oveercome that wee use firefly alggorithm.
Figgure 12: Error, Change in Errror, and Delta Graph
G

Figure 100: Circuit Diag
gram for Propoosed System
Figuure 13: Output Graph
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Induction Motor speed in real time, by using variable
frequency drive and fuzzy logic tools by using Lab view.
Hence we concluded that VFD's provide the most energy
efficient means of capacity control. This drive comes in a
lead role for energy saving products for the all Industries
using electrical motors. To adding a variable frequency
drive (VFD), in a motor-driven system can offer potential
energy savings in a system in which the loads vary with
time. The operating speed of a motor connected with VFD,
Figure 14: Rules Fired for Proposed System

is varied bychanging, the frequency of the motor supply
voltage. The VFD becomes, very reliable andeconomically

Table 1: Comparative Study of Set Speed and Settling

beneficial. The hardware Implementation is verified

Time

successfully and thesimulation was done by using
LABVIEW.
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